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VILLA UMA`s architecture is heavily influenced by Ibiza’s 
Moorish style with its white cube shaped houses.

• 500m2 house with an enormous loft-like 110m2 living area 
• 6 bedrooms - 7 bathrooms
• 1 extra relax / tv lounge
• 1 massage bed room with bathroom
• 7 bedrooms with showers, of which two have an extra free
   standing bath
• Large 15 x 5 meter infinity pool with wooden sundeck and
   double sunloungers
• BBQ area and fully equiped staff kitchen
• plenty of open and covered terraces on three sides of the  
  villa

Villa Uma
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Villa Uma Style

The architecture is heavily influenced by Ibiza’s Moorish style with its white cube shaped 
houses. Indeed this villa has 50cm thick walls that taper slightly towards the top - but in con-
trast to the original old fincas, this house has enormous glass windows and sliding doors that 
lead onto all the roofed and open terraces featuring lounge sofas and sun loungers.
Oversize sofas and a 5 metre long dining table set the tone inside. The living space is vast 
with a hip, eclectic and authentic vibe.
As the owner divides her time between Ibiza, Marrakech and Bali, she pulled together stylish 
influences from these countries and Italian design features throughout.
Some bathrooms have spa-like elements like freestanding baths and washbasins made of 
solid river stone. Near the huge pool is another roofed terrace and an extra cold kitchen.
The views are spectacular from almost every room and terrace in Villa Uma, arguably the 
best in Ibiza.

Villa Uma Location

Close to Sant Josep, Cala Jondal and other stunning beaches on this coastline. VILLA UMA 
is located in Cala Carbo, one of the most protected nature reserves in Ibiza. Here the magi-
cal rock Es Vedra rises out of the sea like a majestic sculpture. The beach is 5 minutes drive 
from the villa and has two fish restaurants.
Cala Carbo has an informal atmosphere enjoyed by those lucky ones who have discovered 
its private shores. Palm-leaf parasols and sun beds can be reserved in advance. 
On entering Cala Garbo, you will find our HARISSA office.

Distance by Car 
Sant Josep village- 10 minutes 
Ibiza Town- 25 minutes
Airport- 20 minutes

Office HarissaVillas
Carrer de Cala Carbo 2
07830 Cala Carbo, San Jose
Tel +34 971 808178


